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 So the last one is (the one we used), and it’s essential. We still have to make adjustments, but they are only minor and it’s much
easier than it used to be. Note, in the demo video, if I was using the shaft angle measurement, there would be no angle in the

graph. It works as expected. Hi All, I installed VisionPix and PowerShape Pro on an M400 unit and I’m having an issue with the
sweep start angle measurement. When I set the target to a target point on the bottom of the bore and sweep the target in, I get a
large pulse at 0 degrees but none at 90 degrees. When I set the start angle to 90 degrees the target is always at 0 degrees when I
sweep the target in. I also have to set the sweep path to be either at 20 or 25 degrees. With the sweep start at 0 and the target
sweep in at 25 degrees, I get about 12-15 pulses at every degree of the sweep from 0 to 180 degrees. It’s a little disconcerting
since we’re doing the sweep at about 10 degrees per second (camera speed). The more I check the settings, the more it seems

like the software can’t understand the target angle. I had a VisionPix on an F1000 (no sweep, just in-board) and it worked fine.
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Can anyone tell me how to set this up to work right? Thanks! I think you need to be using the *end* angle setting. The sweep
angle setting will set the sweep start angle. I’m sorry it’s not working for you. It’s supposed to be pretty straightforward to set up
the software, especially since this is a software-only measurement, but I’ll see what I can do. Let me know. I have a VisionPix 4
and VisionPix Pro on an M400. When you switch from the VisionPix to the VisionPix Pro in the VX menu, you can’t flip back

and forth. The back button won’t work when the VisionPix Pro is active. Is there a way to flip back and forth? Hello Tim. I
haven’t used the VisionPix Pro, but I’ve been working with the VisionPix 4. If the VisionPix Pro is exactly like the VisionPix 4,
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